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EME 172 and EEC 157A* Control Systems Unofficial

Unofficial Quiz - Solutions

*Disclaimer: This document is a quiz that focuses on control systems theory. It is an unofficial
quiz and does not necessarily reflect the format—in the length of any exams, content covered, the
protocol, and other aspects—of an actual final exam of EEC 157A or EME 172 in University of
California, Davis. However, this covers multiple topics that seems to be a complete agenda of
those courses and this document is an attempt to give students extra practice. The problems in
this document are written entirely by the author. Any similarity, either in part or in whole, is a
complete coincidence. If an error is caught, or if you have any questions and inquiries, please
contact the author at mnhyu@ucdavis.edu.

This quiz has eight (8) pages, including this front cover page and the formula sheet.

Although there are significant overlaps, some topics may not necessarily be in EEC 157A or

EME 172, whichever you may be taking. Do not feel pressured to study those not covered.

DO NOT share these documents outside of https://sme.ucdavis.edu. Please do not distribute
these to other websites, including Chegg, CourseHero, Discord, Quizlet, etc. Please do not
physically print out this document. All copyrights reserved by the author.

Question 1) Time Domain Analysis

Question 2) Root Loci

Question 3) Nyquist Criterion

Question 4) Controllers

Note: j is used to represent the square root of -1, and not i.

Version 1 was created on February 28th, 2023. Version 2 revised March 11th, 2023. V2 fixes the
expression used for TS (including √1-𝜁2) in #1. In #2, the system is not marginally stable at jω
crossing, so changed the wording of the question. #3, it is difficult to find settling time for a
critically damped system, so removed that as well. Solution also did part b) wrong. Added
question to include both open loop and closed loop response when finding margins.
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Solutions 2
1) Time Domain Analysis

An open loop response, after applying a step function, is shown below (not drawn to scale)

a) Find a numerical expression for G(s), which is a second order transfer function that relates
the output response over the input.

b) Find x(t) and the 96% settling time.
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%00s=20%* -1=0.2-5 =elnose =45.59%

Tp =2s =wn2 +wn =21-445592 =1.764qrat/seu
1.76492 3.115

so far, we have G(s) =4 5+2(1.765x.4359)s +1.76492 =k 52+1.6095+3.115

* 5 G(s) =0.5 (final theorem for a step response) Intuitively, K =0.5 to satisfy.
1.557

:G(s) =s2+1.6095+3.IIS poles. 13.11S = -0.80471j0.7834
A 15

( =x(s) =5+0.8047 +j0.7854s+0.8047-j0.7854
+ S

1.557 1. 554

A = 5.8047+j.7854)12j.7854)
= - 0.6157+0.6308j-(S +0.8047 +j0.7854) 1s =-8047;.7054

1.557 1. 554

B =
-(S +0.8047 -j0.7854) (s =-8047j.7058047-j.7054712j.7834)

= - 0.6157- 0.6308j

C =5+1.683.15/s
=0
42

X(s) =x(t)=f0.6157+0.6308j)e- -8047+5.7834t+70.6157- 0.6308j)e-8047+7834t- Ju(t)
Ts = -en047-2--Ins = 4.14485 =Ts



Solutions 3
2) Root Loci

In the following feedback system, the relationship between point A(s) and B(s) are described by
the following equation in the time domain, (note, dt is another notation for d/dt)

dt
2b(t) + 14 dt b(t) + 97b(t) = dt a(t) - 2 a(t)

a) Completely sketch the root locus for this system, 0 ≤ K ≤ ∞. Numerically mark
i) The critically damped point(s) and its/their corresponding K’s, if any.
ii) The closed loop pole(s) where the plot crosses jω axes and its/their corresponding K’s.
iii) The angle of departure from complex poles, if any.
iv) The asymptote(s) as s approach extremely high frequencies.

b) For part a) i), find c(t = ∞) for a step response.
c) For part a) ii), if we apply a step response as an input, does the system oscillate? If so, find its

oscillation frequency. Otherwise, why not?
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Go(s)
H(s)

0
0

⑧
0

-0.1107

No. System is over damped.

X
52.41

s = - 9.35
S =0

⑧ ⑧·

& 184.716 &k=48.5

52.41
X



Solutions 4
Extra space for question 2)
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Asymptote

db(t) +14d+b(H +97b(t) =d+at) -2a(t) A =-7 +j45 - 7-j45 - 2
=
- 8

2- 1

↓Laplace (sum of finite poles - sum of finite zeros)

5B(s) +14sB(s) +97B(s) =SACs) -2A(s) #of finite poles- #offinite zeros

OA =100x (2n+1) =180°
2-1-=225+91

=G(s)
Angle ofdeparture

zero: =2 (andth ~6.93
Let8, be 8 from Sz=2 to (p =- 7 +j45

u

poles:1x97 or -7145;
⑦,=arctan(*)=-37.6
⑦be & from the two poles:90°

Break-in/away points Or is 8 of departure5 - 2

Go(s) =k,2+14s +97
&3 =180°+0, -0z =100 +arctan(**) - 90 =52.41

dsGo(s) =k(s+14:+97)
+
- k(s-2)(s2+14s+97)

-

(25 +14) =0

5+43+97 =252 - 4344s-28
0 =52 - 45 - 125

lim *4.716(s -2)
+41,0 5->0 5+s(14+k)+97-2(4.716)

S = 2 step response)

2 I425 = - 9.350&$50 a1 = -0.1077 =(stept=1)

Corresponding K: closed loop H(s) denominator
52 +s(14 +k) +97-2k=(s - 2 +ra)2

Thus:(-2 +()* =47-2K

[0.3)([2+xa)2- 97) =k =4.716

Marginal stability (ju-axis crossing) 97-2k =0,50k =97/2 =48.5

Since closed loop H(s) denominator is
Does no oscillate since response

is overdamped
when 4.716 : K:48.5.

52 +s(14 +1) +97-2k
un

this should be 0
When K=48.5, L*yc(H) = - 0 (unstable!)



Solutions 5
3) Nyquist Criterion

In the following feedback system, the relationship between point A(s) and B(s) are described by
the following equation in the time domain, (note, dt is another notation for d/dt)

dt
4b(t) + 10 dt

3b(t) = a(t)
Completely sketch the Nyquist plot. What values of K, if any, would this system be stable?
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N
jw

B(s4+10s3) =A

-(s) =510
I

P=0
S=jw (no poles in

K K
S =rej & R=0 -90590 the plane)G(ja) =(jw(jw+ 10

=-jw(ja +10
=

w4 - jw10 K
-3j8

16(ja)1 =woo & KG=-arctan ():tan*(*) G(re) =res(res8+10)Re
Since 10x r-> 0

when w -0, 1G(j0)1 =0,46 =90
4 -3j8:

- 90° is 2700

Test:when w =1, G(j)1 =1, 4G =5.71° - 80" is 2400
!

when w = 0, (G(jd+ 0,4G =0
-10 is 300

08 is 09

(symmetry) 80e is -2400200
S =Rest & R=0, 90-908 900 is -2704

k -4j8
- 1+G(s)H(s)

G(Rej8) =Re;38 (Reso-10
whe

R4
=0-458 ->Do

Since R- D x1

For s48, will spin twice around origin since 90-7-90°

80 is -3200 or 400
iplaneais 1 semicircle, so

4times is twice!

4 - 48
& 90° is -360° or 0

---

- 40° or 328°

is 0 or
08 2 CW rotations around-/k, N=-2:o

0 or 08
z =P- N =0- (-2) =2>0

There's 2 poles in RHP ofclosedloop system.
Always unstable. No values of 1

grantstability.



6

4) Controller

For a unity feedback system, the open loop transfer function is G(s) = K[s(s+10)]-1.

a) What is the value of K where the system is critically damped?
b) For the K you found in part a), find the gain margin and phase margin for both an open loop

response and the unity feedback.
c) Implement a controller so that

● Ramp input steady state error is zero

● Peak time is 500 ms when the damping factor is 1/√2
and draw a simple root locus for the closed loop system that has the controller. The locus needs
not be polished, but do draw a line for where the damping factor is 1/√2. You don’t need to find
the gain of the controller; simply find its essential roots.
d) Should your controller worsen the phase margin, or improve it? Why?
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25

a) G(s) =s,+10)
closedloop

Open loop response: 40dB k
L K

1 H(s) =32+10s+k
=

(s +5)2DC gain:G(s) =25s10(1+d 2011B -(s+a5k =25-> (G(s=0)1 =2.5
2.5 -

OdB

Prig1 20log2.S - LOdB
for pole& S =0,

/Al

conside1to 10 COlog2.S-20(logw) & thru OdBat w=1

20log2.5-20(logw)=0
Sow =2.5

so Wax=1+w =3.5sec

IHwax*-90°-4Slog(2.5)=-107.91 offsetof -90° ↓
On =180-187.91"=72.09 =Yu b/c pole2w=0M

W=SGm:(A(w=10) =20(log2.5 -1) (rad/secRecall slope will be
↑

1A(w 10)1 =20(log2.5-1)-40log(ED) - 45%destarting&
Wp/10Gn=-1Alw =100)=(ollog2.5-1) -40log10)(-1)

=+52.04dB Open loop 4n =72.090
In unity:1H(s =0)1==1 so Wax =0 Pr =180° Open loop Gn=52.04dB
From Bode:Gr=40dB (or 90% anywhere Closed loop:90°4n =180°

you can define) Closed loop Gm =40dB



Solutions 7
Extra space for question 4)
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d) Tp=0.5 & B =Y2
↓ ↓arcos is

Wd=5 =2π 8=44(45%
Rootlocus should look like

- 5 +5j....... k=50b((- 5+5j) +(- 5-5j)
=

25+25 =50
-10

-S 0 I

2π
New pole: 1=d=-=

-2π =3 =
-2π +j2πtan tan(+

282 - 88p =180° =p+2
= -18

-24+j2π origpoles

Opi Ope............... =z =135+arctan()- 180° =14.39°
Oz -10 ⑧

2π
arctan (-*(p) =14.390=0=+an14.39

+24 =30.77

Gpp =5+30.77

Is PInecessary? I
G(s) =s,+10)kp(s+0.1)(s +30.77)S

R(s)

eremY 1+G+K)
-

1tos
S+ 10

= s10stk by-

Cramplo,O,IES'*Iinnecessin is assumed to

if (s+1) Zero

cancel a

Gy1p(s)=(s+0.1)(s
+30.77)

1kp
pole at (s+0)

S
3=

X

d)PD (and PID)'s add zeroes, so the controller moves on.



Solutions 8
Formula Sheet

f(t) F(s)

δ(t - T) e-Ts

(t - T) u(t - T) e-Tss-2

e-a(t - T) u(t - T) e-Ts (s + a)-1

tn - 1 e-at u(t) (n - 1)! (s + a)-n

cos(ωt) e-at u(t) (s + a) ((s + a)2 + ω2)-1

sin(ωt) e-at u(t) ω ((s + a)2 + ω2)-1

dt
n f(t) sn F(s)- sn-idt

i f(0-)
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑

∫ f(t) dt F(s) / s

Ae-at tn-1 u(t) / (n - 1)! A / (a + s)n
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